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This report examines how government organizations undergoing transformation pursue innovation through frontline entrepreneurship and the managerial factors that give rise to such entrepreneurship. It presents three case studies of innovation occurring in the Behavioral Health Service Line (BHSL) of the Upstate New York Veterans Healthcare Network, one of 22 such networks in the Veterans Health Administration (VHA). While the larger VHA transformation has been documented and studied, this report looks at how a single organizational subcomponent tapped into the creative power of employees to help them meet the challenges of greater performance accountability, enhanced service quality and diversity, and increased customer access.

Their case studies analyze innovation through employee entrepreneurship:

- Introducing behavioral health care services into existing primary care-oriented, community-based outpatient clinics
- Meeting increased performance expectations within outreach programs designed to assist homeless veterans
- Developing a new self-sustaining, customer-focused vocational rehabilitation program for veterans recovering from substance abuse and behavioral health problems

Each case study addresses a key strategic change that needed to be implemented quickly, and each involves a core service component within the BHSL.

This organization succeeded in the early phases of these innovations because its leadership went against the traditional norms of bureaucratic management, with its emphasis on formal procedure and centralization, and instead embraced the organization’s frontline workforce as the critical resource to making things work. When there is a lack of experience or implementation history around strategic initiatives, and environmental imperatives demand quick results, codifying and micromanaging frontline work processes become anathema to organizational success.

During 2001, interviews, focus groups, and observation were conducted at three of the five medical center sites in the Upstate New York Veterans Healthcare Network (Upstate NY VHA Network): Albany, Buffalo, and Syracuse. In addition, various archival materials such as internal strategic planning documents, performance reports, and correspondence were examined. Qualitative methods of data analysis were employed in describing the three case study innovations in the report, and in analyzing the role individual employee entrepreneurship played in the success of the innovations. Collecting data at all levels of the organization, particularly at the level of program line staff, allowed examination of how macro-level strategic imperatives were ultimately implemented and thought about by line staff on an everyday basis. This analytic focus on the entire organization is both rare and valuable in the study of organizational transformation. It allows a fuller, richer picture to be gained of the transformation process than through reliance on top or middle management interpretations alone.
Recommendations

Five recommendations emerge from the three case studies, which collectively provide a blueprint for how public managers can leverage frontline employee entrepreneurship in spurring innovation within their organizations.

Recommendation 1: Create a customer focus.
- Redirect efforts and fill service gaps that involve customers’ failure to fit into neatly defined organizational categories or performance measures.
- Create the capacity for customers to define their own needs as they see them.
- Encourage line employees to identify program “failures” in serving customers and communicate those failures up through management.
- Promote feelings of personal commitment among line employees toward their customers.
- Place employees close to the customer on an everyday basis so that communication can be ongoing and open and trust can develop between the two entities.

Recommendation 2: Adopt a learning environment.
- Give “voice” to those who carry out production within the organization by encouraging ad hoc or informal approaches to strategic implementation.
- Build an institutional history of successful strategic implementations, a database that can be used to identify and standardize (across programs) key characteristics of successful implementation approaches.
- Embrace a situational approach to strategic implementation, allowing that the same strategic imperative may play out differently depending on factors in the everyday service delivery environment.
- Use episodes of program failure to question and revise the underlying assumptions of how services are delivered to customer groups.

Recommendation 3: Increase frontline autonomy.
- Allow key implementation decisions to be made by frontline management and staff.
- Make sure top management communicates clearly the strategic imperatives and mission of the organization at all times to frontline staff.
- Create opportunities for empowerment among line staff and link them explicitly to improving organizational performance.
- Reward rather than punish frontline creativity and willingness to take implementation chances.

Recommendation 4: Encourage grass-roots innovation.
- Create an employee culture in which the norm is to identify gaps between formal performance expectations and the realities of customer service needs.
- Provide incentives for employees to explore the potential for improvement in their everyday activities.
- Encourage employees to critique how work is “normally” done within their programs, rather than rewarding an exclusive focus on desired, formal performance outcomes.
- Make sure management is willing and able to modify formal performance outcomes in light of the need to experiment within new means of strategic implementation.
- Make sure management slows change demands enough for programs so that line staff have time to reflect upon prior performance.

Recommendation 5: Develop esprit de corps among frontline workers.
- Encourage camaraderie among line staff with respect to their everyday work.
- Create opportunities for those employees doing similar work to develop group trust and cohesiveness.
- Develop criteria for employee recruitment that can facilitate the development of group trust and cohesiveness among line staff.
• Keep program staff together within the same program for an extended period of time.

• Encourage an us-versus-them mentality within the organization that produces “creative tension” rather than hostility between line workers and management.

To further innovation through individual entrepreneurialism at the program level, managers in government organizations must take primary responsibility for setting the strategic direction, communicating formal expectations, and worrying about the “big picture.” They also must acknowledge that their distance from the actual production process means they know less about how to implement strategies than do line staff. Managers should create, disseminate, and strategize around mission, vision, and organizational goals. They should avoid thinking they know best how to make things work “in the trenches.”

In general, that was the experience found in the BHSL. Top and middle managers held firm to the organization’s need to survive and make a successful transformation. They expected and received consistent information around program performance. They also held those programs accountable for performance shortfalls. In return, they afforded line staff a degree of autonomy in everyday action, thereby conveying a sense that they were counting on those staff members to help make things work through their own creativity, commitment, and action.

The BHSL case studies also demonstrate that innovation through individual entrepreneurship benefits from an organizational structure that allows reciprocal communication flow, decentralized decision making, timely information production at the program level to assess implementation in “real time,” and cross-fertilization of expertise through the use of interdisciplinary teams. The BHSL was part of an organizing structure within the Upstate NY VHA Network rooted in the ideal of “service or product line” management that helped to provide the above ingredients.

The service line structure emphasizes a focus on customers through its attention to output rather than input. It encourages program solidarity by uniting line staff according to whom they serve rather than what they do. If committed to in its fullest sense, the service line structure produces a highly adaptive culture throughout the entire organization—a culture that buys into the need for constant reassessment and change in the face of uncertain environments. In the case of the BHSL, there is evidence this type of structure was a positive force in linking innovation with employee entrepreneurship.
The Birth of a Veterans’ Health Care System

During the first half of the 1990s, the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) needed to change the way it did business. Calls to privatize the health care system for veterans in the United States, the threat of health care reform that would marginalize the VHA’s role in serving veterans, negative publicity in the media about the VHA’s perceived care of patients, stagnant funding, and increased congressional oversight of the VHA were environmental factors that coalesced in the early 1990s to threaten the organization’s existence as a public sector agency. Being the largest integrated health care delivery system in the United States, and part of a 70-year-old, highly political government bureaucracy (one of three components of the Department of Veterans Affairs) with more than 200,000 employees, the VHA would not change easily. Before the process of change was over, it would lead to the organization’s reorienting its service focus, redefining its customer base, becoming more accountable to its constituents, gaining greater efficiency, and increasing quality of care (see “The Transformation of Veterans’ Health Care”). Specifically, health care for veterans needed to shift its strategic focus from costly inpatient care toward ambulatory, primary, and other services.

The Transformation of Veterans’ Health Care

To help achieve the changes needed to ensure the survival of the VHA, a major reorganization occurred in the mid-1990s under then director Kenneth Kizer. Kizer implemented a service delivery structure that focused on funding for and care of populations, a departure from the traditional budgetary focus on individual VHA facilities like medical centers. To achieve this new focus, the VHA was organized nationally into 22 integrated service delivery networks, or VISNs. All 172 hospitals in the VHA became part of a larger regional network of care. Because the individual networks were to be managed holistically, the management structure of each included a network director who assumed primary decision-making authority (from those who had traditionally filled such a role, i.e., directors of the 172 individual hospitals). Ideally, each network would consist of hospitals, nursing homes, home health programs, and outpatient clinics. The latter were also started at the same time to further move the redirected focus away from inpatient care and toward primary care for veterans, in addition to increasing access to care for the veteran population.

Funding for the network concept also changed. Instead of each individual hospital receiving dedicated funding based on historical allocations, the VHA moved toward a more capitated or population-based means of budgeting. Called VERA, or Veterans Equitable Resource Allocation method, the new funding formula provided dollars annually to each of the 22 networks based on the number of patients served. This method would reward networks that attained efficiencies and increased access for veterans. Networks would also be allowed to pursue innovations to help achieve greater access and efficiency. The Upstate New York Veterans Healthcare Network is one of the 22 VISNs (VISN 2), covering a service area comprising 49 counties and more than 500,000 eligible veteran patients.
and preventive-oriented care. In the process, the system would have to attract significantly more new patients than ever before.

For the Upstate NY VHA Network, one of 22 networks within the VHA system, the challenge faced in 1997 was even greater because of the need to downsize and do all of the above. Faced with a decreasing number of eligible veteran patients in its service area, patients whose advanced age made them more expensive to serve, the Upstate NY VHA Network looked to an innovation cultivated in the private sector to create efficiencies in how they managed and delivered services. This innovation was the adoption of a service or product line structure. Such a structure represented a radical departure from the traditional medical-center-focused, clinically compartmentalized patient care approach typifying the VHA system nationally. The service line structure ideally would produce a more holistic management strategy, a higher quality approach to patient care, efficiencies of scale, enhanced accountability, greater collaboration among health care professionals, and more sensible resource allocation for particular health services derived from bottom-up assessments of program needs.\(^3,4\) Whether it would work, however, was uncertain, especially since the Upstate NY VHA Network would be the first of the 22 VHA networks to adopt it (see “The Transformation of the Upstate NY Veterans Healthcare Network”).

Regardless of the type of organizing structure, however, the Upstate NY VHA Network had to implement new ways of providing quality health care quickly, demonstrate the success of those innovations quickly, and get new patients to come to the VA for their medical care quickly. Given the time imperative, only the people working within the organization and relied upon to make things happen could make the service line approach work. A more deliberate, incremental implementation strategy for the new structure was not an option. Nor would there be enough time to take full advantage of the opportunities offered by the structure itself, because some (e.g., greater performance accountability) could be realized only through resource investments and organizational capacity building that would take several years to realize. As a result, the Upstate NY VHA Network was one government organization that during the late 1990s demanded and elicited the very best of its employees’ entrepreneurial talents, in some cases pushing individuals to the brink of their capacities to change, handle uncertainty, and remain satisfied in their work.

The Start-Up Success of a “New” Upstate New York Veterans Healthcare Network

As of 2003, the overall transformation of the veterans’ health care system can be classified an impressive success. The successful outcomes, as well as the process by which the transformation unfolded, have been discussed extensively elsewhere.\(^3\) However, perhaps none of the 22 networks within the VHA system has achieved more performance gains over the past five years than the Upstate NY Veterans Healthcare Network (see Tables 1, 2, and 3).

A recent winner of the Robert Carey Award for performance excellence in the VA (an award given to only one organization annually within the Department of Veterans Affairs), the Upstate NY VHA Network, although forced to reduce its staff and budget, managed to boost productivity, enhance quality of care, and increase patients’ satisfaction. The network has been at or near the top in achieving gains in both service delivery efficiency and patient care access since moving to the service line structure (see Table 1). Its decrease in average total expenditure per patient during the time period 1996–2001 was second best among the 22 networks. The network achieved the largest decrease in inpatient care bed days over this same time period, thus making the successful transformation to a more primary-care-oriented service delivery model.

As a subset of the Upstate NY VHA Network’s exceptional overall performance in various quality arenas, the performance of the BHSL is particularly noteworthy. On several key clinical performance measures related to behavioral health care, the service line leads all VHA networks nationally (Table 2).

In less than five years, the BHSL went from a relatively poor performer to a leading performer among mental health service providers in the VHA system\(^6\) (Table 3). The Upstate NY VHA Network has created
The Transformation of the Upstate NY Veterans Healthcare Network

The Upstate NY VHA Network’s move to a service line structure in 1997 represented a significant break from the past. The traditional medical-center-focused structure in VISN 2 was characterized by:

- Primacy of medical center over network-wide service delivery imperatives
- Greater attention paid to service process over service outcome evaluation
- Use of anecdotal and historical rationales (e.g., “it’s always been done this way”) to justify decisions rather than basing decisions on their fit with strategic goals and specific pieces of quantitative data
- Split management authority between medical center directors and clinical service chiefs (e.g., medicine, nursing)
- Less ongoing contact or integration among medical centers in the network
- Potential duplication of services in the network
- Lack of an overt customer-focused (e.g., VA patients, Congress) orientation.

In short, it was a structure ill suited to meet the new environmental imperatives facing the VA. While other networks in the VA took less drastic approaches to reorganization, VISN 2 decided to largely do away with the traditional structure and organize around a promising but unproven service line structure.

Service lines are multidisciplinary, have a clinical care mission, and provide a mechanism for integrating personnel and services across professional disciplines and delivery sites. Deriving from the product line management approach used in other industries, service line management ideally improves both the quality and cost-effectiveness of health care services. In health care, service lines ideally achieve integration. The service line model presumably provides a “responsive” structure that health care organizations can use to adapt quickly to environmental demands.

The Upstate NY VHA Network now consists of eight service lines, four of which are clinically based. Clinical service lines include Medical Care, Diagnostics and Therapeutics, Behavioral Health, and Geriatrics. The four management service lines are Financial Management, Information Systems, Management Systems, and Performance Management. Medical Care is the largest service line in the Upstate NY VHA Network. It provides services in the area of physical medicine (i.e., primary and specialty care) to veterans. Diagnostics and Therapeutics is a clinical support line that includes diagnostic imaging, pathology and laboratory medicine, and pharmacy, among other services. Geriatrics includes services such as adult day care, Alzheimer’s disease care, and home and nursing home care. The focus of the present study, the Behavioral Health Service Line, or the BHSL, includes outpatient and inpatient mental health services, domiciliary care, homeless services, vocational rehabilitation, and substance abuse treatment.

Mental health services had never been organized in the VHA using a service line approach. A single service line director assumed line and budget authority for all mental health service delivery in the network. This individual oversaw two service line managers per medical center, playing the same role locally that typically five administrators had handled. Such directors coordinated the delivery of mental health services with the local medical center director and service line managers who supervised service delivery in other areas. The Upstate NY VHA Network consists of three large medical center sites that deliver a full range of services, with two smaller sites involved only in basic service delivery and select components of service delivery such as long-term or rehabilitative care.

The BHSL provides mental health services and supportive care to eligible veterans in upstate New York. This care includes a range of treatment, from short-term outpatient care for adjustment disorders to acute inpatient hospitalization and chronic long-term institutional care, such as day treatment and programs for the seriously mentally ill. The care also covers integrating the veteran with mental health needs back into society, through programs that seek to end homelessness among veterans, cure them of substance abuse problems, and develop their skills for permanent employment. Since the move to service lines in 1997, the BHSL has been the most successful of the four clinical care lines in the Upstate NY VHA Network.
an employee culture in which change is realized, accepted, and responded to in a timely fashion. For instance, employee surveys demonstrate an understanding of the change situation at every staffing level of the organization. This does not mean everyone is happy about the changes that have occurred—some feel alienated, some are angry, and some have developed a mistrust of the larger VA, their organization, and management. However, most employees have chosen to deal with change in a manner beneficial to the organization and how it serves customers, regardless of their personal feelings.

This change-oriented culture has laid the foundation for the performance results listed in Table 3, results that show how a workforce facing job cuts, insufficient budgets, and new service mandates still delivers high-quality, patient-centered care. For example, despite losing 18 percent of its workforce between 1996 and 2001 and going from 6,300 to 5,200 employees, the Upstate NY VHA Network managed to increase the total number of patient visits to its facilities by 74 percent over this same time period. Patient-satisfaction figures are the highest in the VHA system and better than those of the vast majority of health care organizations in the United States.

The Upstate NY VHA Network’s ability to do more with less, and to improve how it does business despite adverse circumstances in its environment, remains a striking achievement. There is evidence that this achievement is due in large part to a motivated workforce of service professionals. Illuminated through the case studies offered in this report, this motivation derives from an equal parts mixture of personal commitment to serving the veteran patient, employee discretion in implementing management strategies, and a continual need for the organization to keep moving forward with new service delivery initiatives. In turn, the high level of employee motivation has fed directly into the kinds of creativity and innovation displayed by individual staff as they attempt to make needed initiatives succeed quickly.

### The Upstate New York Veterans Healthcare Network in Changing Circumstances

Throughout their existence, all organizations grapple with the question of what makes them successful. This question was the main reason for examining the Upstate NY VHA Network and its BHSL. Government organizations are often presumed to be condemned by their size, political nature, and bureaucratic personality to be forever resistant to change, and not adept at managing the change they are forced to undergo. They are thought to exist in relatively static environments in which there are few deviations from the status quo. Their decision making is seen by many as equally slow moving, uneventful, and predictable—not necessarily a negative view given the public service component of their missions. Government organizations are also perceived as lacking innovative and risk-taking abilities. Rather, their hallmarks are

---

**Table 1: Gains in Efficiency and Access for the Upstate NY Veterans Healthcare Network (FY 2001)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance measure</th>
<th>Upstate NY VHA Network performance</th>
<th>Met or exceeded VHA goal, national rate, and/or benchmark?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average total cost per patient, 1996–2001</td>
<td>20.5% decrease</td>
<td>2nd best of 22 networks (improvement from 18th in 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average clinical cost per patient, 1998–2001</td>
<td>3.4% increase</td>
<td>3rd lowest increase of 22 networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute bed days per 1,000 patients, 1996–2001</td>
<td>72.4% decrease</td>
<td>Best of 22 networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patient visits, 1996–2001</td>
<td>52.9% increase</td>
<td>3rd best of 22 networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran market penetration, low income/service connected disability, 2001</td>
<td>39.5% of all eligible veterans</td>
<td>4th best of 22 networks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dependability and stability. This stereotype persists despite attempts in the 1990s to cast government organizations as capable of “reinventing themselves,” that is, becoming more responsive and entrepreneurial.

The people who work within government organizations are by extension branded with the same dysfunctional labels. The stereotypical portrait of public-sector employees—ones who “punch the clock” each day and go about their work in a rigid and sedate manner, emphasizing rules and protocol above creativity and experimentation, preferring safety to risk-taking in their work—continues to this day. Seen through this lens, government organizations are not where the most proactive employees are found. Even if these personnel could exhibit such qualities, the story goes, they would not be able to for long because the system in which they operate ultimately imposes its will upon them. In short, the bureaucratic nature of government organizations subsumes individuals, making the personal need to change, as well as the need for individually directed action, anathema to the accepted norms and values of the organization itself.

However, there is enough evidence to see that government organizations do evolve over time, and they do it in ways that involve innovation spurred by the entrepreneurial activities of the employee workforce. They evolve precisely for the same reasons private-sector organizations have to change, i.e., because technical, political, and cultural problems around the production process arise through the ebb and flow of normal everyday activity. These problems must be addressed, lest they render the organization unable to meet its service obligations adequately. Often, the environment within which government organizations operate changes slowly, and there may be less need for government to act quickly or to innovate, less need to rely upon employees to move change forward. In that sense, maintaining the status quo with respect to work processes and developing reliable workers guided by rules and procedures are key management tasks in attempting to address the problems described above. Radical organizational change or solutions

---

### Table 2: Clinical Performance Gains for the Upstate NY Veterans Healthcare Network’s Behavioral Health Service Line (FY 2001)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance measure</th>
<th>Upstate NY VHA Network performance</th>
<th>Met or exceeded VHA goal, national rate, and/or benchmark?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent of appropriate patients who receive a 30-day follow-up after hospitalization for mental illness</td>
<td>97.9%</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of total patients seen in primary care settings who are screened for depression</td>
<td>89.1%</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of patients who receive follow-up for a positive depression screen</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of patients receiving an antipsychotic medication for at least the past 12 months who have been assessed for abnormal involuntary movement</td>
<td>92.0%</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of patients seen in a substance abuse treatment program that have an initial Addiction Severity Index (ASI) assessment and a six-month follow-up ASI</td>
<td>79% (ASI baseline)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35% (ASI follow-up)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of veterans from a designated homeless program who at discharge have a secure living arrangement in the community</td>
<td>71.3%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Percentage is best of all 22 networks in the VHA.
are not needed. The problems can be compartmentalized and addressed through existing structural and cultural means. However, what happens when there are changing expectations for a government organization coupled with events that become so unpredictable the organization faces complete failure if it does not take major risks to quickly and radically transform itself? What happens when the environment refuses to accept how the organization conducts business? In these situations, what must happen to the stereotype of the public employee or government organization we have crafted over time?

This is the situation the Upstate NY VHA Network faced during the late 1990s. New, untested, and spearheaded by a relatively inexperienced management team, the service line structure had to depend on individual staff, especially professional service providers, to achieve in a short period of time what environmental stakeholders such as Congress demanded. There was no other choice. A key point of the three case studies is that organizational innovation during times of transformation depends upon individual employee entrepreneurship. This point departs from some prior discussions of individual entrepreneurship in the public sector, discussions that may understate the situational nature of when and where such entrepreneurship is most useful and welcomed in government organizations, and where it may be less helpful and appreciated.

At the end of this report are lessons that particularly leaders and managers of new or transforming government organizations should heed. These lessons speak to the need to approach management and program implementation within such organizations in a way that emphasizes informality, learning from failure, cultural unity with respect to defining and executing a mission, individual creativity, budgeting flexibility, an emphasis on human resource development, line discretion and autonomy in making things work, and customer-defined products and services.

### Table 3: Enhanced Patient and Employee Satisfaction/Quality Outcomes for the Upstate NY Veterans Healthcare Network (FY 2001)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance measure</th>
<th>Upstate NY VHA Network performance</th>
<th>Met or exceeded VHA goal, national rate, and/or benchmark?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients per employee, 1996-2001</td>
<td>74.6% increase</td>
<td>Best of 22 networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall inpatient satisfaction, 2001</td>
<td>92.4% rating good to excellent</td>
<td>Exceeds U.S. health organization rate of 75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall outpatient satisfaction, 2001</td>
<td>93.2% rating good to excellent</td>
<td>Best of 22 networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems related to staff courtesy, 1996-2001</td>
<td>67% decrease</td>
<td>Best of 22 networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined veteran satisfaction/quality of care composite measure, 2001</td>
<td>21.2% rate of improvement over 2000</td>
<td>Best of 22 networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff perceptions of quality of care, 2001</td>
<td>3.82/5.00 average score</td>
<td>Best of 22 networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual percentage of lost patients, 2001</td>
<td>13.8%</td>
<td>23% average disenrollment from NCQA plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee turnover rate, 2001</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>20.4% U.S. health care organization rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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We now turn to three case studies—with clear lessons in how government leaders can maximize the creative talents of their frontline employees in achieving success, especially during times of structural transformation. This section discusses three strategic initiatives that the Upstate NY VHA Network has implemented successfully. The term success is defined as an ability to get desired things up and running, sometimes imperfectly, but in a way that lays the groundwork for future growth and development. These case studies do not depict flawless programs. Rather, they illuminate how individuals working in these programs helped achieve initial success for initiatives needed by the programs.

For the Upstate NY VHA Network’s BHSL, these programs include the integration of behavioral health services into the network’s medical centers and community-based outpatient clinics (CBOC), the development of a new, self-sustaining training opportunity for veterans recovering from substance abuse and mental health problems, and the reinvention of a service program designed to help integrate homeless veterans back into society.

**Case Study One**

**Making a New Line of Business Succeed: Integrating Mental Health into Community-Based Outpatient Clinics (CBOCs)**

Our first case study of the power of frontline individuals within an organization comes from the Upstate NY VHA Network’s Outpatient Mental Health Program. It offers an understanding of how individual entrepreneurship can be used in getting government organizations to create new products that help them add customers, become more accessible to existing customers, and increase efficiency (see box next page). The new product in question involves the introduction of behavioral health care into existing VHA CBOCs. Frontline managers and professional line staff in the network’s mental health outpatient program exhibited entrepreneurship for the CBOC behavioral health integration effort in three areas, all integral to service expansion success:

- Developing relationships with primary care providers and patients in the CBOCs
- Managing key external stakeholders, such as community-based organizations that provide additional mental health services for veterans
- Daily program operations

As the expansion unfolded, no formal guidelines existed that described the process by which mental health providers would interact with primary care providers in the CBOCs to identify, refer, and treat veteran patients with possible mental health diagnoses. Adding to this was the fact that often the primary care physicians in the CBOCs had little knowledge concerning their own roles in relation to the expansion. Many CBOCs employed physicians who did not work directly for the VHA, but the network had contracted with them to provide services. The motivation of these contracted physicians to establish relationships with VHA mental health providers was perhaps less compared to physicians employed directly by the VHA.
Given these realities, mental health professionals in the CBOCs resorted to a variety of tactics aimed at establishing informal working relationships with primary care physicians. These informal relationships
could lay the foundation for developing formal policies articulating desired mental health/primary care relationships, while in the meantime helping to get needed mental health care services to CBOC patients. These tactics involved keeping physicians constantly aware of behavioral health activity in the CBOCs through passive means, providing physicians with opportunities to see the value of a behavioral health presence in the CBOC, and creating as little extra work for physicians as possible around the identification and referral of patients with mental health diagnoses. These tactics were used in part to negate the perception among CBOC physicians that the expansion effort interfered with their own attempts to provide medical care to a growing number of veteran patients coming into the CBOCs. They were also meant to create goodwill between the two groups of professionals.

For example, behavioral health professionals described the ways in which they kept physicians apprised of referred patients through such means as quick feedback sessions in the hallways while a physician was between patients (i.e., “running them down” as one mental health provider put it), and brief e-mails that conveyed summaries of longer clinical progress notes in patients’ charts. In this way, physicians did not require access to a patient’s medical record to receive an update on a referred patient’s diagnosis and treatment. They could feel confident that the mental health professional would come to them with this information in the near future. In the opinions of mental health providers, this proactive communication approach created a positive perception of their work on the part of the physician.

Transmitting information rapidly and informally from mental health to primary care providers also enabled the latter group to see the clinical value of having a behavioral health presence in the CBOC. Patients with physical symptoms for which physicians might suspect an underlying mental health problem, such as depression, could receive real-time assessments and treatments. Mental health providers spoke during interviews of creating work schedules that contained adequate room for seeing potential cases immediately in response to a physician’s request. They believed it important to convey to physicians a sense that such services could be accessed quickly. And by receiving the results of the assessments with equal rapidity, physicians could feel they were providing a more comprehensive level of care for their veteran patients. Finally, mental health providers employed a philosophy of giving primary care physicians “success stories,” either verbally or in writing, that outlined the link between treatment of a particular patient for mental health problems and the potential for fewer emergency visits to the primary care provider down the road. This tactic was used to help convince the physician that addressing the mental health issues of a patient almost always led to an improvement in the medical side of the equation.

Individual entrepreneurship was also seen when both management and professional staff had to establish positive relations with external stakeholders in the veteran’s community to get additional buy-in for the CBOC expansion and provide for a fuller range of convenient services locally. Behavioral health providers discussed the proactive manner in which they attempted to create relationships with community-based groups and agencies in a particular CBOC service area that were vital to providing additional services to veterans with mental health problems. Among others, these organizations included non-VHA mental health clinics, as well as day treatment and self-help programs.

Professionals working in the CBOCs would identify, often on their own, the available service organizations in the surrounding area, then contact them to set up a meeting where they could introduce themselves, their role in the CBOCs, and how the community organization could help them better serve the veteran client. By doing this at the beginning of their tenure in the CBOC, providers could cultivate early relationships with needed services, demonstrating to the very first veteran patients served that the VHA was serious about making mental health services more accessible to them. In this way, a mental health “safety net” was created in the veteran’s own community that heightened the prospects for comprehensive mental health care. It was a safety net that initially relied not on formal relationships with the VHA but on personal relationships formed between community-based agency leaders and provider staff in the CBOCs. Facilitating this effort were program managers in the various outpatient mental health programs. These managers often assigned social workers as
the primary human resource working in the CBOC. The professional training of social workers resulted in an ideal blend of process-oriented skills that could maximize connecting with the community.

Frontline managers also contributed to effective internal stakeholder management by creating face-to-face dialogues in which they could discuss with physician leaders of the CBOCs the various

---

**Comments by Frontline Entrepreneurs Who Integrated Mental Health Services into the CBOCs**

**Enhancing Customer Relations**

I try to find ways to give providers a couple of successes. Things they can look at and see where they might be getting fewer emergency visits down the road. (Outpatient Mental Health Program Professional Staff)*

I don’t have formal meetings with the providers right now. I might send providers a quick note saying, “I talked with so-and-so.” Give a really brief description of what happened. I usually either e-mail them or stop them in the hallway between patients. Maybe poke my head into their exam room. (Outpatient Mental Health Program Professional Staff)

When you start developing larger patient panels, you run into individuals with chronic mental health conditions. And they need sustained care. So I try always to work them regularly into my schedule, no matter how busy I am. (Outpatient Mental Health Program Professional Staff)

You do what you can to attract patients to you for the [mental health] care they need. I will talk with the primary care docs about certain patients, get referrals from them, but I will take individuals and see them right on the spot if the provider wants me to take a look. I will grab them after their medical visit, bring them into any available room I can find, and try to get a sense clinically what might be wrong and how serious it is. Then I can schedule a follow-up depending on my initial assessment. (Outpatient Mental Health Program Professional Staff)

**Managing Key External Stakeholders**

I’ve had to learn about the services in the area, the other community agencies that I can refer a patient to. Because the patients might not want to go to the medical center because it is too far away, or they’ll have to wait too long to see me again. (Outpatient Mental Health Professional Line Staff)

I have spent a lot of time going to the different agencies and organizations in town around the CBOC, talking with the community-based mental health clinics, various day programs. It has really helped to do some of this initial legwork so now there is more of a relationship developed with them. When I need their services, we can make the referrals more easily. (Outpatient Mental Health Professional Line Staff)

**Improving Everyday Program Operations**

It was kind of a new business for us [behavioral health in the CBOCs]. We were not sure of the numbers, we had to muddle through and look at veteran penetration in the area, look at the mental health needs of veterans in a particular area. What I decided to do is approach things a little differently, and gradually introduce our staff here in the clinic to one, two, and three days a week working in the CBOCs. So everyone started with one day a week to assess, work with the CBOC staff, see the population’s needs, estimate the number of referrals, etc. (Outpatient Mental Health Program Manager)

I went around initially to all the CBOCs and spoke with staff there about behavioral health. How we could utilize each other. I gave an introduction to our services as well. Rather than diving in, I went about getting us in more slowly [to the CBOCs]. It was a way we as a program could educate ourselves about how to proceed and what we needed. (Outpatient Mental Health Program Manager)

We had to figure out ways of doing it. So I sat down with all the primary care providers and told them what we might be able to do. Help out with things like stress management, things like that. We needed to convince them of where we could help them. (Outpatient Mental Health Program Manager)

---

*Outpatient Mental Health Professional Line Staff consisted of psychologists, social workers, and psychiatrists.*
challenges and opportunities related to placing behavioral health providers into the CBOCs. These opportunities, seized upon prior to program expansion and supported by the service line's top management team, were used to garner initial support for the expansion among the medical services line of the Upstate NY VHA Network. Managers knew the importance of input from the medical leaders of the network with respect to how to think about mental health service expansion. Thus, some of them decided to use this face-to-face approach to provide information to physician leaders, explaining the rationale behind the program expansion and what could be done to help CBOC physicians participate more fully in it. One frontline manager emphasized the foundation of interpersonal trust that began to develop from such meetings. In this way, individuals from different clinical backgrounds and parts of the network could disagree about the merits or challenges of such an expansion, yet feel fully informed and included in decision making.

In everyday program operations, both staff and management in the outpatient mental health programs across the network exhibited effective entrepreneurship. From the beginning of the expansion, staffing the CBOCs with mental health providers had been problematic because of its zero-sum nature (i.e., resources taken from medical-center-based outpatient programs to staff the CBOCs could not be replaced in the short term). In addition, the organization had no experience on which to accurately assess patient demand in the CBOCs. This left one frontline manager using three approaches to ensure that CBOCs were staffed adequately at all times:

- Involving professional line staff up front in staffing decisions
- Using an incremental, retrospective-based strategy to determine adequate staffing levels
- Frequent and open communication with professional line staff to maintain buy-in and gain reliable information from their work experiences to adjust staffing levels as needed

For example, on starting the initiative in his geographic service area, one program manager called together existing mental health program staff, made them aware of the need to get behavioral health services in the CBOCs, then asked for their ideas on how to make it happen with existing resources. This early commencement of a staff buy-in process helped make them feel personally accountable for the implementation decisions. Staff were asked to volunteer rather than be assigned to work in the CBOCs. They also were asked for their opinions on barriers that would be faced and how to overcome them, given their everyday knowledge of the work they already did within the medical center. As their suggestions were taken up, they would become more wedded to making the initiative a success, mainly because it was their suggestions that were on the line.

This same program manager initially provided only a small amount of staffing at each CBOC, using the experience of a single individual working there to gauge how much patient demand might increase as more staff were added. For instance, one person might be assigned to go to a particular CBOC for one day each week. That person—aware of the general goals of the initiative, such as to increase the number of veterans screened for mental health diagnoses in the CBOC—would be encouraged to report every few weeks to the manager and mental health provider staff about the challenges and opportunities encountered. As the individual's patient panel grew, the program manager could track that information and compare it to other CBOCs also being staffed by mental health providers. Based on this feedback, projections around “normal” or “adequate” staffing levels could be made. These projections, when combined with the staff's own opinions about their workload in a particular CBOC, would form the basis for revising staffing formulas in a CBOC. Being grounded in real-world experience allowed the program manager to make real-time decisions that made sense to everyone. It also formed the basis for educating service line leaders on both the resource limits and requirements of this strategic imperative.

At the line level, professional staff working in the CBOCs discussed the ad hoc ways in which they created an infrastructure for their behavioral health activities. For example, in many CBOCs no space had been allocated for behavioral health care. Thus, mental health providers often created their own working space, perhaps converting large stor-
age areas into offices and exam rooms, or sharing exam rooms with physicians by staggering appointments in the course of a day. In addition, nursing and other staff were already involved full-time with helping physicians provide medical care at the CBOCs. As a result, behavioral health providers needed to perform a wide assortment of work-related activities themselves, such as updating charts with progress notes, following through prescription orders, and entering data into the VHA’s computerized medical record. Aiding program operations in this way made the expansion continue within the CBOCs.

The early returns on the expansion of behavioral health into the VHA’s community-based outpatient clinics demonstrate the effectiveness of the entrepreneurial activities described above. Mental health visits to the CBOCs have increased each year since the initiative began, and an increasing number of CBOCs now have full-time mental health provider staff to meet this rising demand. Where part-time behavioral health staff are being used in CBOCs, many providers reported increasingly filled schedules. As one behavioral health provider working in the CBOCs put it, “If you get a responsible bunch of caring folks, things will work despite the lack of structure.”

Case Study Two

Raising the Bar on Performance while Maintaining a Customer Focus: The Homeless Outreach Program

Our second case study comes from the Upstate NY VHA Network’s Homeless Outreach Program. It offers an understanding of how individual entrepreneurship can be used to raise performance standards within a government service program while at the same time keeping a customer-driven focus. Perhaps no service program in this network has undergone more structural and cultural change over the past several years as the Homeless Outreach Program, with its ambitious mission of ending homelessness among veterans through outreach efforts and community partnerships. Program leaders and staff have had to face the reality that they are accountable for their performance as now judged, both more narrowly and quantitatively, by the percentage of homeless veterans who achieve “permanent housing” and “permanent employment” when discharged from the program (see “Meeting the Needs of Customers in the Homeless Outreach Program of the VHA”).

When first introduced by the VHA, this emphasis on specific, measurable outcomes was foreign to the program. It differed from the more numerous, process-oriented performance indicators used to gauge activities, indicators that often reflected a short-term focus on the range and number of services provided to the homeless veteran. Yet, there is clear evidence that individual entrepreneurship on the part of outreach staff has enabled the program to become high performing in these narrowly defined areas without sacrificing the wide-ranging needs of the individual homeless veteran. This entrepreneurship has taken three forms:

• Marketing and promoting services to homeless veterans and other key external stakeholders
• Adopting a customer-driven approach to outreach
• Connecting the homeless veteran with needed services in a timely manner

In marketing and promoting services to homeless veterans, program outreach staff has developed new means of accessing potential clients. Realizing that most homeless veterans suffer from substance abuse and mental health problems, coupled sometimes with distrust of government organizations and the VA, outreach workers have formulated their own
Meeting the Needs of Customers in the Homeless Outreach Program of the VHA

The VHA’s Homeless Outreach Program has an ambitious goal: to end homelessness among the veteran population in the United States. It strives to do this through direct outreach efforts and community partnerships, and through services that include residential programs and transitional housing placement, medical care, alcohol and substance abuse treatment, mental health treatment, case management, veterans’ benefits counseling, vocational rehabilitation assessment, and links with job training and employment opportunities. The program aims not only to reintroduce homeless veterans to society, but also to make them a viable part of it once again. The program’s formal performance goals involve increasing the number of new veterans who can access the VHA system for needed care, increasing the percentage of homeless veterans who find viable employment, and increasing the percentage of homeless veterans who end up in permanent housing.

The program works as follows. Outreach workers, many of whom are trained social workers, actively seek homeless veterans on the streets and where one might expect to find them in the community, such as shelters and soup kitchens. Once identified, homeless veterans must be convinced that the VA, for some a negative symbol of what has happened to them in their lives, wants to help them become more viable citizens. It is the outreach worker who plays the pivotal role in making this happen. These workers begin the process by verifying a veteran’s eligibility, performing an initial clinical assessment to determine the type of care needed, and assessing the individual’s potential to become employable and independently housed—while attempting to meet the multitude of other needs presented by the homeless veteran at that moment. Key to homeless veterans’ willingness to be helped is trust, their level of confidence in the outreach worker’s ability and commitment to serving them.

Within the scope of having to achieve more precise performance measures, the Upstate NY VHA Network’s Homeless Outreach Program has become a national leader in the VHA system. In fiscal year 2001, it led the country in the percentage of homeless veterans served who achieved independent housing (71.3%) and in the percentage of homeless veterans served who were contacted for follow-up within 30 days of discharge from the program (92.7%). The program has also found itself near the top of 22 programs nationally in the percentage of homeless veterans served who are employed upon discharge from the program (64.2%). For a program described by some as previously lacking long-term deliverables for the veteran patient, these improvements are noteworthy. That they are vastly superior to national averages for the VHA indicates that the program is committed to exceeding and not simply meeting the standards.

Strategies to actively recruit clients rather than waiting for clients to come to them. This has meant regularly going to homeless shelters, soup kitchens, and city missions, sometimes at night, to promote the services of the VHA to eligible individuals who are in these places simply to get something to eat, stay warm, or catch a few hours of sleep in a safe setting.

Stronger relationships, rooted in the individual outreach worker rather than the larger program, have been established with such nongovernmental service organizations as privately run homeless shelters. Outreach workers have also established their own tailored recruitment strategies within each of these settings. For example, one outreach worker discussed going into soup kitchens and shelters with the intent of demonstrating the willingness of the program to help in any way needed by a veteran, e.g., providing food coupons, a warm jacket, or money for transportation. These efforts are part of an implicit marketing strategy designed to show eligible clients in the shelter or soup kitchen—ones the outreach worker has no way of identifying initially—that the VHA aims to help rather than “hassle” them. The hope is that such actions compel eligible individuals to come forward and engage the outreach worker for assistance.

Placing outreach programs in low-income areas with their higher concentrations of homeless veterans is another novel idea developed and implemented by program staff. The traditional approach is to house programs in the larger medical centers, which may be some distance away from these areas. For instance, in the Western region of the Upstate NY VHA Network, the homeless outreach program can be found in the midst of
Comments by Frontline Entrepreneurs Who Reinvented the Homeless Outreach Program

Services to Homeless Veterans and External Stakeholders
We put our office here so we could be close to where the homeless vets are. We get more credibility that way. Like we are coming to them rather than them having to come to us. It lets us be close to the places where we do the best outreach. (Homeless Outreach Program Manager)

We do outreach by hitting all the spots we can here. The soup kitchens, the city missions. We go out at night sometimes to reach the vets, you know, when they are grabbing a hot meal or some sleep in a safe place. (Homeless Outreach Worker)

I always try to learn from the vet. What their needs are. It’s rewarding because I’m learning and I’m getting a perspective I don’t know much about. You can assess someone, but until he tells you what’s going on, you don’t really know. (Homeless Outreach Worker)

Adopting a Customer-Driven Approach to Outreach
We have all these expectations on us, but when I make contact with a vet, I always have to have his interests at heart. It’s not what I want. It’s what he wants. Regardless of what I might see or recommend, I won’t impose my own will on the vet. I strive to make clear that I’m here to help him, not tell him what to do. (Homeless Outreach Worker)

Sometimes it’s unrealistic what they’re [top management and the larger VA] expecting. Because you’re dealing with people [homeless veterans] who need something tangible, who need quick fixes. So, you’ve gotta give them something. That’s a strain on us, but we figure out how to do it. (Homeless Outreach Worker)

A lot of the vets aren’t going to be employable because of the problems they have. They need a different level of service, one that may not result in high performance as we define it. But it does result in appropriate care for the vet, and that’s why it’s important to assess the vet’s expectations not in light of the performance measures, but in terms of what he needs given his situation. (Homeless Outreach Program Manager)

A lot of homeless vets want services, but they don’t want to be dictated to, they don’t want to be given demands around having to end up with housing or a job. They don’t want the pressure. But that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t help them. It just means we have to give them some things in the way they need to receive them. (Homeless Outreach Worker)

You never know what is ultimately going to work in this process [coming up with a course of action for a homeless veteran]. It could be that the plan the vet suggests to you works out and not the plans you had in mind. You can’t say “I’m right all the time.” I have seen it work both ways. When what I have said works, and when what the vet has said works. I have to stay open-minded to everything. Even if it doesn’t work out, if I can see some kind of measured progress, sometimes that is good enough. (Homeless Outreach Worker)

Connecting Homeless Veterans with Needed Services
The homeless program is supposed to be for all vets. And yet we don’t get credit for the nonservice-connected ones. But we try and set some kind of plan in motion for everyone who walks through our door. We try and hook people up with other services, get them to connect with local community agencies that can help them. (Homeless Program Manager)

I have had to develop a rapport with the people over in eligibility. If I know I need to get a 1010EZ [the means test form used to gain eligibility for the veteran] into the system fast, you know because the vet is going to be getting services in another program that I’ve referred him to, I might go over there [to the medical center] and ask someone in eligibility personally if they could do it. Or I might call. And I would go about it in a nice way. Because bottom line is that vet can’t get services and I can’t get my notes into the system until that vet is deemed eligible. So it’s key I keep that connection with someone over there [in eligibility]. (Homeless Outreach Worker)
one of the poorest, most blighted sections of the city of Buffalo, sharing space with other non-VHA social service programs for the homeless and unemployed. In closer proximity to organizations that do similar work, such as the Salvation Army, the outreach staff can build informal relationships with them and benefit from their more timely identification of homeless veterans in need of services.

Finally, outreach staff have utilized innovative recruitment strategies such as “stand-downs,” in which they advertise a day in the community when homeless veterans can come to a defined location to get a hot meal, pick up some needed clothes, and (if they so desire) listen to the kinds of services offered by the VHA. Stand-downs are low-pressure events in that they force the homeless veteran to do little but show up and receive only the services he or she wants. For staff, however, they serve as a way to gauge the concentration of homeless veterans in a given geographic area. They also help staff gauge the veterans’ willingness to seek assistance. Through these employee-driven ways of marketing VHA homeless services, the program has increased its potential to bring more individuals into the VHA system. Because increasing the number of new patients is also a formal performance goal of the program, these grass-roots innovations help meet the required strategic imperatives of the organization as a whole.

Individual entrepreneurship is also seen in how outreach workers balance the formal performance expectations of the organization with a customer-driven approach to providing services. Outreach workers know full well that many homeless veterans simply have too many disabilities to ever become employable or live independently. Other veterans are not technically homeless, in that they may sporadically live with a relative or friend, yet they have problems or concerns that VHA intervention could alleviate. Some veterans do not want to be pushed toward employment or housing, but they have everyday needs that must be met to maximize the quality of their lives on the street. If outreach workers were focused only on serving those individuals who were employable and capable of independent living (the two main performance measures for the program), these groups would undoubtedly be left unserved. However, by maintaining a broad definition of the homeless “customer,” outreach workers enact their everyday jobs in more than just the narrowly defined ways implied by the larger performance measures.

Thus, when connecting with veterans on the street, many outreach workers employ a strategy of “listening to the veteran.” This strategy aims for a balance between formal and informal clinical assessment processes. Outreach workers are required to assess eligible veterans’ ability, once their health-related problems have been addressed, to attain self-employment and independent living. In addition to this formal assessment, outreach workers employ their own customized assessments in which veterans are allowed to verbalize to the worker what they desire in the way of services. In this way, the organization does not impose its notion of service uniformly on every homeless veteran, but rather veterans express themselves as unique individuals with specific needs. By listening to homeless veterans define “need,” outreach staff can provide some type of service to each and every veteran.

For example, one outreach worker discussed his extended conversation with a homeless veteran who had been living temporarily with his daughter. This veteran’s urgent needs were to get his medical bills paid and his medication covered by insurance, not to get employment or permanent housing. The outreach worker took the time to get him enrolled in the VHA system and get his bills to the right places in the system to be paid. The end result would never show up in the raised performance bar for the Homeless Outreach Program, nor would the program get credit for it from the larger organization. However, this was a major outcome for the individual veteran who, according to the outreach worker, was elated by what he had done for him:

Everyone gets a plan, no matter if they fall into the formal performance measures or not, and you develop these plans by understanding each veteran’s mentality that you come into contact with, by spending some time with [individuals], seeing the world through their eyes and what they want. To me, this approach allows me to never lose sight of the fact that these are all people, all individuals. That’s something you won’t read about in a manual or procedure, it’s something you won’t get credit
for necessarily, but it’s something we as outreach have to understand and remember at all times. And I never forget to do my job that way, even if it takes more time and is more of a hassle for me.24

A third and final example showing how individual entrepreneurship improved service delivery in the Homeless Outreach Program derives from the perceived need felt by outreach workers to connect the homeless veteran to needed services in a timely manner. This is a population with high rates of mental illness and substance abuse who suffer from multiple medical problems such as diabetes, heart disease, and other chronic diseases. Once an outreach worker performs an assessment on a homeless veteran, there is self-applied pressure to get that veteran to access care quickly. In a large, bureaucratic organization like the VHA, this can be a challenge. Since the services needed fall outside of the Homeless Outreach Program’s purview, the program cannot formally influence how quickly a client gets an appointment, a needed physical examination by a physician, or treatment. As one type of VHA patient, the homeless veteran competes with other veteran populations also needing access to similar services. Compounding the problem is the fact that homeless veterans may not be willing or able to keep appointments scheduled too far in the future owing to their transient nature, ongoing skepticism of the VHA system, and existing health problems.

Many outreach workers create ad hoc approaches that help connect the homeless veteran with timely care in other parts of the VHA system. Departing from formal procedures of filling out forms or making referrals on paper to another program for service, these approaches employ the informal organization as the means of increasing access for customers. Getting to know key individuals within other programs (such as Medicine, Vocational Rehabilitation, and Substance Abuse Treatment), individuals who serve as the gatekeepers for appointments with clinicians, is one tactic outreach workers use to get their clients seen quickly. Once their names will be recognized, outreach workers often can contact these people directly and ask for a favor related to getting a needed service to a particular veteran.

Outreach workers stated that such an approach must be used diligently and not abused. However, they believe that it works in bypassing what often amount to administrative barriers to access, or “rules of the game,” in which a patient translates into a properly completed form that must wait weeks or months to move through the system. Outreach workers mentioned specific times during which an informal approach to increasing access to care was employed:

- Getting homeless veterans enrolled and eligible for VHA benefits quickly
- Getting homeless veterans with substance abuse problems assessed and enrolled in treatment programs quickly
- Getting homeless veterans with worsening chronic conditions quicker access to a primary care physician who can begin to identify and coordinate the various forms of care they need

One outreach worker summed up the approach:

If you wait for the system to do everything, there will be times the vet falls through the cracks, doesn’t get the care he needs when he needs it, which for some of these guys is right away. I’ll go out of my way to get to know the person processing the eligibility forms, the person over in primary care who might be willing to get my client an appointment sooner, if I appeal to her and treat her like a person. I’ll even take a ride over there [to the medical center] if I need to, if I am really concerned the vet won’t wait long or won’t follow up on stuff. You just have to be willing to do that in a bureaucratic system like this.25

These qualities among staff—willingness to act outside the routine of their formal job descriptions, ability to view homeless veterans as individuals with potentially unique needs, unwavering focus on achieving multiple ends for patients rather than strictly complying with formal organizational means, and use of the informal organization—have combined to make this program dependent on its service workforce to remain a national leader in the VHA system.
Case Study Three

Developing a Self-Sustaining, Customer-Tailored Government Program: The JAVA Program Initiative

The third case study from the BHSL offers an example of how individual entrepreneurship can be used in getting government organizations to tailor services more closely to customers’ needs, in addition to developing programs that offer the prospect for financial self-sufficiency. It involves the Compensated Work Therapy (CWT) Program and its development of a unique job-training program for recovering veterans (see “Moving Toward Customer-Driven Program Experiences in VHA Vocational Rehabilitation”). This case study is one of management creativity and support, the use of public/private partnerships, and line staff effort to make things work by coming to think about the services they offer in a new light. It centers on the development and expansion of a veteran-run coffee stand within the Upstate NY VHA Network.

Staff proceeded to take several self-initiated steps to move the specialty coffee shop effort forward and integrate it into the overall CWT program, despite misgivings about whether or not such a novel effort could succeed over the long term. First, they used their own observations of how veterans performed in traditional CWT vocational rehabilitation programs to develop a new understanding of their clients. For example, rather than ignore the fact that some veterans were entering and leaving the program quickly, they focused on this phenomenon and searched for the underlying reasons explaining the exodus. Thus, by attempting to learn from the customers they were losing rather than just those they were keeping, they identified service gaps that could potentially be addressed with new initiatives.27 Allowing line staff to identify and communicate to management what could be classified as current CWT program “failures” was important to the establishment of a true learning atmosphere within the organization—or any organization.28 However, this communication is often absent because line employees feel there is more to lose than to gain by reporting failures to organizational leaders.

As the coffee shop effort became a specific strategic aim promulgated by management, CWT frontline staff were allowed to improve it with their own innovations. The entrepreneurial output of their efforts resulted in a true integration of the effort, as well as the entire JAVA program (which also included a construction program in which recovering veterans would help refurbish houses in various communities), into the vocational rehabilitation program component of the Upstate NY VHA Network. Once up and running, the coffee shop venture was expected to become self-supporting, using sales revenue to pay the employed veterans and buy supplies. Any additional revenue earned would go toward other vocational programs in the network, such as a furniture-making program. In this way, the employment experience would also be one of observing how businesses grow and learn to support themselves.

The coffee shop component of JAVA represents a complete employment experience for the recovering veteran, involving how to set up, manage, and improve a business. The decision to make it a complete employment experience came from both management and CWT program staff. Thus, it represents a partnership between VHA leaders and line employees, with both groups having something at stake in the outcome. This is because it goes beyond any vocational-type experience ever developed by the network. The business is that of selling various types of coffees and teas to both employees and patients of the VA medical centers throughout Upstate New York, through a coffee cart, a shop-like arrangement. The recovering veterans act as retail business owners involved in all aspects of making the business viable, from tracking sales to ordering products to running everyday operations to bookkeeping. From the beginning of the enterprise, the CWT program staff intended to involve appropriate veterans in a retraining experience that exposed them to, in the words of one CWT professional, “a little bit of everything they might encounter in a higher-level job.”

The specialty coffee shop effort has been so successful over the past several years that it has expanded from one to nine carts across the Upstate New York region, including three located in the communities served by the network. Each year, approximately 60 to 70 recovering veterans will pass through the program, gaining for themselves a well-rounded, two-to-five-month employment experience that prepares them for a variety of
Moving Toward Customer-Driven Program Experiences in VHA Vocational Rehabilitation

The Compensated Work Therapy Program (CWT) within the Upstate NY VHA Network’s BHSL is a component of the organization’s overall vocational rehabilitation effort, designed to provide veterans the training and care they need to be reintegrated into society. Almost all the veterans in the program have substance abuse problems. The general idea behind compensated work therapy is to allow recently recovered veterans the opportunity to reacquaint themselves with the world of work. The hope is that they will stand a better chance of gaining outside employment, considered a key element in their ability to stay recovered.

This innovative idea acknowledges that individuals recovering from addiction or mental health problems need practice before they can become fully integrated members of society once again. The CWT program provides practice with respect to employment. The program receives individuals referred by other VHA programs, such as Homeless Outreach and the network’s Substance Abuse Program (thus helping to make those programs successful as well). By treating recovering veterans as resources capable of contributing meaningfully to the world of work, the CWT program aims to instill in its clients the courage, confidence, attitude, and skills they will need to maintain their progress on an everyday basis.

During 1997, due both to changes in funding and an increased awareness of veterans’ needs to have higher-level job training, vocational rehabilitation programming took an entrepreneurial turn. At that time, the head of vocational rehabilitation, substance abuse, and homeless programs, Scott Murray (now the BHSL director), a middle manager brought in to work for the Upstate NY VHA Network from the private sector, developed the concept of a program for developing businesses in collaboration with community partners. This program, subsequently named Job Assistance Veterans Administration (JAVA), would help provide new funding for vocational rehabilitation as well as higher-level jobs that would better prepare veterans for success after treatment. The idea was to leverage the human resources of recovering veterans to build self-sustaining businesses that could help serve the community.

With the support of the Upstate NY VHA Network’s top leadership, particularly then network director Fred Malphers, two primary components of JAVA were established: (a) a specialty coffee stand program and (b) a construction program. Both components were developed in conjunction with community partners, typically veterans groups. Both were piloted at one site in the Upstate NY VHA system to demonstrate initial success with an eye toward expansion. JAVA was successful during this pilot phase, solving several bureaucratic problems in the process that allowed it to grow unhindered. Subsequent efforts to expand to other community sites within the network initially raised discomfort among some administrators as well as frontline staff working within the CWT program. However, being able to show positive results during the pilot phase, along with the continued commitment of middle and top management in the network for such a program, line staff began to pursue their own innovative ways to make the program work.

CWT staff and program management saw that a number of participating veterans had skills beyond the traditional shop work that had always defined vocational rehabilitation within the program. Being forced to participate in repetitive work activities that took little advantage of their skills, such as packing boxes with premanufactured products for shipping to retail outlets, often demoralized these veterans. For these individuals, who may have had higher-level jobs before encountering their substance abuse or mental health problems, existing retraining experiences did not prepare them adequately for taking advantage of their more sophisticated capabilities and talents. Thus, many of these veterans would participate for a day or two in compensated work therapy, then leave the program because of a perception that it could not help them gain viable employment in the outside world.

Here was a situation, by no means unique to the VHA system, in which the traditional service offered by government no longer could be conceptualized as a “one size fits all” product. To turn out more veterans capable of pursuing permanent employment appropriate to their prior skill levels, and perhaps to attract more veterans into the VHA system of care, CWT program staff realized they needed a more diverse conception of recovering veteran patients. Only when this was done could the program reassess its employment opportunities and tailor them more closely to particular types of recovering veterans.
future jobs. From an investment of approximately $16,000 in supplies and equipment to create a functioning cart, in addition to paying for two full-time work therapy positions to staff the cart, gross sales average between $60,000 and $70,000 per year. Once expenses are covered, leftover funds are reinvested into a special CWT program account used for additional vocational activities. Over the past few years, carts have been added to present locations in Syracuse, Buffalo, and Rochester. Coffee shops are now being opened in other public buildings where free space has been donated, for example, in the county courthouse building in Rochester, New York.

For the CWT program, enhanced capacity now exists to meet a range of job retraining needs for veterans. The CWT program has filled a meaningful gap in its services by asking itself the simple question of where it has failed to meet customers’ expectations and needs. This question was asked solely because one middle manager encouraged a small group of frontline program staff to reexamine what they did on a daily basis and forge ahead with improvements. In this way, the entrepreneurialism we see in the CWT program is one of an evolving mindset rather than a set of preplanned, concerted actions. It is entrepreneurialism conceived of and driven by management, yet brought to fruition by line employees. Like the recovering veterans to whom they provide assistance, these employees find themselves meeting a more complete mission for their program.
Lessons Learned on Unleashing the Power of Frontline Workers in Transforming Government Organizations

In his examination of the overall VHA system transformation for the IBM Endowment for The Business of Government, Boston University's Gary Young states:

Clearly, a general lesson that emerges from the VHA transformation is that organizations and the people who work within them can change. The keys to successful change are more open to debate, as is the generalizability of the VHA's transformation.29

This story of frontline entrepreneurship within the BHSL of the Upstate NY VHA Network presents evidence that it has been people working in the service line who have enabled this organization to change effectively. Some of these people are managers. Many are professionals working directly with clients on an everyday basis. Particularly compelling is how a group of employees who were neither necessarily fully satisfied nor completely happy about events in their everyday work lives nonetheless accepted change and grew motivated to produce successes for the Upstate NY VHA. Throughout the study, many individuals in the programs described above expressed dissatisfaction with aspects of the changes occurring in their organizations. A fair number of frontline line staff felt somewhat alienated from the organization. Some resented what they perceived as the arbitrary and hasty decisions of top management.30 Such feelings and reactions are typical of staff in organizations undergoing major change in a short time period.31 However, what is striking about the Upstate NY VHA story is that while new faces have emerged within the service line's leadership and on the frontlines of their behavioral health programs, by and large the organization has transformed itself using the same employees it had before the transformation. The same people who express a mix of ambivalence and sometimes resentment toward the rapid way change has come to their once slowly evolving organization.

Given these observations, and the case studies presented here, the initial lessons to take away from this study are:

- You do not need fully satisfied or accepting employees in order to have entrepreneurial employees
- You do not need to start over with a new supply of human capital to transform your organization into a higher-performing one
- You do not have to make the goal of having highly satisfied employees, at least early on, the core focus in getting them to buy into and make change work

What is apparent, however, is that organizational leadership must believe that existing employees can for the most part become the kinds of innovators needed to navigate change. A cultural norm must be established, one understood by all that says everyone is capable of contributing to success—the satisfied and dissatisfied, the true believer, and the skeptic alike. A keen observer of organizations, Douglas McGregor, wrote decades ago:

The motivation, the potential for development, the capacity for assuming responsibil-
ity, the readiness to direct behavior toward organizational goals are all present in people. Management does not put them there.\footnote{22}

While McGregor’s assertion rings true, it is also true that management has the responsibility of triggering this motivation, or tapping this potential for development, and of seizing upon the capacity within the workforce for assuming personal responsibility. When a government organization has transformed itself into a new type of entity to meet emerging marketplace demands, or when an organization is created in the public sector to meet new service needs, management’s most important tasks early in the process must be geared toward releasing the entrepreneurial potential within their frontline workforce. The overall mission must get clearly defined. The expected outcomes should be known and measurable. But the lack of implementation history, continued uncertainty in the environment, and the need for rapid results make formal planning and micromanagement of frontline work processes anathema to organizational success. Bureaucracy through the guise of these two mechanisms works best in relatively stable, predictable environments. It works less well in fast-moving environments with little prior experience to fall back upon.

The Upstate NY VHA Network succeeded in the early phase of its service line approach because its leadership went against the traditional ideals of bureaucratic management and embraced the organization’s workforce as the key resource to making things work. This may not have been the formal intention of network leaders initially. Clearly, though, the leaders and the organization as a whole have promoted certain ideals and actions that have had positive effects for the levels of individual employee creativity and action in the Upstate NY VHA Network. We can take away other core lessons from our three case studies that, when considered together, provide a blueprint for what can be identified as “managing to unleash the power of frontline entrepreneurship within transformed or new government organizations.”\footnote{24}

**Recommendations**

**Recommendation 1: Create a customer focus.**

In the stories of the Homeless Outreach and CWT programs especially, we see evidence of the benefits associated with the organization’s allowing professional line staff to listen to and interpret the needs of their customers, even in the presence of strictly defined performance measures. Significant parts of the entrepreneurial efforts associated with these programs derived from the discovered need to redirect efforts and fill service gaps that involved customers not fitting into neatly defined organizational categories or performance measures. For the Homeless Outreach Program, this involved employees reaching out to homeless veterans on their turf, giving them an opportunity to express their personal needs, and then personally trying to demonstrate that the organization could meet those needs. For the CWT program, it involved employees becoming more comfortable identifying failures of the program to serve customers, then communicating the failures to top management, who in turn provided an idea that helped to meet a more diverse array of customers’ needs.

All three case studies about individual entrepreneurship share a common undercurrent in relation to customer focus, i.e., each of the three programs involved had professional staff who exhibited strong personal commitment to the veterans they served. This provides clear lessons for leaders of new or transforming government organizations to consider. The first lesson is to recognize that this commitment exists. The second lesson is to avoid undermining feelings of commitment within frontline staff. This sounds like common sense, but we may not always think of individuals who work for large government organizations as “spiritually” connected to their customers. Yet, this type of bond between employee and client moves the former to take chances on seeing the latter in new, unique ways relative to needs, satisfaction, and service quality. The personal drive within employees to do right by their customers and see the world through their eyes also will lead to frontline staff who can identify and meet a variety of needs, not simply those formally outlined by the organization or program.

These favorable outcomes are seen in the Homeless Outreach Program perhaps most vividly. Many of the outreach staff expressed the feeling that what they did for homeless veterans went beyond the scope of a “job” with its defined responsibilities. Most conveyed a sense of seeing homeless veterans as unique individuals with varying needs based on
their particular situations. This led to approaches like “listening to the veteran,” in which staff tailored clinical assessments to each veteran encountered. The organization did not mandate these types of assessments and would have had little knowledge that such tailored approaches were even needed. Rather, it was outreach professionals who took it upon themselves to modify the formal assessment approach advocated by the organization.

Although it may be difficult for management to instill such spiritual connections within employees, there is no doubt that care can be taken to make sure any existing connections are maintained. For the organization, an even bigger benefit may be that employees’ negative feelings and cynicism about organizational change are mitigated by an enhanced sense that they (employees) are there to protect clients from the deleterious effects of this change on services. Strategically, then, management must make employees believe that their personal dedication to the customer will not be violated in any situation and, indeed, that it is seen as a valuable competitive advantage for the organization as a whole. In particular, new or transforming government organizations need to capitalize on employees’ commitment to customers.

As stated previously, it is within the early developmental stages that the organization cannot clearly specify the “right” way to deliver services because it lacks the experience to know the right way. Without the reliability and homogenizing effect that formal procedure and policies have on standardizing service delivery across an organization’s programs, frontline employees become the wild card in making the service encounter either higher or lower in quality. To know that higher quality is being delivered, management should trust that frontline employees are as loyal to the client (or more so) as they are to the organization.

**Recommendation 2: Adopt a learning environment.**

What is the best way to develop formal policies and procedures for service delivery by new or transformed government organizations? One answer is by developing an institutional history or database of successful implementation experiences to draw from in standardizing how work gets done within different programs. For the fledgling organization, this history or database derives from individual employees’ informal or ad hoc approaches to solving new problems, dealing with unforeseen issues, and creating opportunities for success where no track record exists. To the extent they are spearheaded by line staff, these approaches give a voice to those who carry out production within the organization—thus increasing the capacity of the lowest levels of staff to innovate and experiment.35

Thus, for example, professional staff integrating mental health services in the Upstate NY VHA Network’s community-based outpatient clinics helped increase the number of new patients and enhanced access for hard-to-reach veterans (both formal performance goals of the integration effort) by developing their own working relationships with CBOC primary care providers. Their successful informal approaches (such as giving physicians feedback on patients through e-mail messages and hallway consults) were suggested to program management and became part of the normal procedure around mental health service integration in the CBOCs. In addition, outpatient mental health program management could apply ad hoc staffing formulas to the integration effort, adding or subtracting staff as they received real-time information (from professional staff) on workload and patients’ satisfaction, then use this experience to develop standardized staffing ratios for each CBOC in the service line.

**Recommendation 3: Increase frontline autonomy.**

Any organization benefits from giving its employees room to exercise discretion in their job duties.36 This is because not everything can be planned or anticipated at the strategic or management level with respect to new services or initiatives. The high uncertainty associated with providing health care services to special populations makes the need for grass-roots discretion even more apparent. Certain service decisions must be made at the point of service or production. For example, while the strategic aims in moving behavioral health services into the CBOCs was to provide veterans with greater access to mental health services, management was less certain of the best ways to attain primary care provider buy-in, build patient panels in the CBOCs,
and deliver the services themselves. The lack of organizational support for this initiative added to the dilemma because without resources, the program initiative would have to succeed initially using existing resources that were already stretched thin.

Yet, it was management’s decision not to develop formal implementation policies and procedures at the outset of this initiative that set the stage for entrepreneurialism on the part of mental health professionals in the CBOCs. The strategic aims of the initiative were made clear to all staff at the beginning. Management gave the outpatient mental health program clear direction on how specific performance measures would be used to evaluate success or failure of the expansion of services. How best to meet these aims on an everyday basis was left to those who would be on the frontlines and in the best position to view the initiative as it unfolded for the first time. Top management did not dictate to line staff how they were to conduct their business. As a result, mental health professionals could pursue informal ways of connecting with the primary care providers in the CBOCs once they determined that this was the best way to establish initial relationships with these providers. They could also develop solutions to emergent problems, such as those concerning space, allowing the scope and definition of the problem, along with an understanding of the particular situation at hand, to guide them to a tailored decision that stood a higher chance of working, at least for the moment.

Similarly, Homeless Outreach workers were never told not to listen to their customers, or not to tailor services to those customers based on unique needs that may not have fit into the general performance measures of employment or housing. Outreach workers were also given the freedom to make key decisions, such as where their offices would be located, where they would go in the community to look for eligible veterans in need of services, and how they would market their services. Creating opportunities for empowerment among line staff, to the extent that those opportunities are focused squarely on improving organizational performance, should be a high priority for managers of new or transforming government organizations.37

Recommendation 4: Encourage grass-roots innovation.
The Compensated Work Therapy Program in the Upstate NY VHA Network developed successful job retraining for its customers because management encouraged frontline staff to take a novel strategic initiative and connect it to existing program failures and service gaps. Professional staff in the Homeless Outreach Program, whether fully aware of it or not, had created an employee culture in which the norm was to identify gaps between formal performance expectations for homeless veterans and the realities of some homeless veterans who had unique personal needs but would never be able to meet the formal expectations of the program.

New or transforming government organizations must encourage their line staff to identify the gaps between the organization’s desired outcomes and current realities as areas to be defined clearly and exploited for spurring creativity and program innovation.38 Employees need incentive to explore the potential for improvement in their everyday activities. This means socializing them to critique the processes of their daily work rather than simply aiming for the desired outcomes. For management, this means continually modifying desired performance outcomes so as not to stymie employees’ aspirations to experiment with new methods in their work, and slowing down change demands sufficiently to allow staff to reflect on their prior performance.39 It also means rewarding employees who regularly identify areas for improvement and push these ideas up to the highest levels of the organization for consideration.

Recommendation 5: Develop esprit de corps among frontline workers.
In the three programs discussed (Homeless Outreach, Outpatient Mental Health, and Compensated Work Therapy), a high degree of camaraderie and agreement developed among line staff concerning the goals they were pursuing and the manner in which they were pursuing them. Government organizations should work hard to make sure that those who do similar work have an opportunity to develop this esprit de corps. First, it acts as a self-regulating check on individuals’ behavior, resulting in consistent program behavior
and clearly defined norms of service implementation. Second, it maintains staff satisfaction in the face of ongoing unpleasant organizational realities, creating an “in the same boat” feeling within the group.

In all three programs, staff exhibited a high degree of personal commitment to serving veteran patients. This personal commitment helped create a program-specific solidarity that inspired them to feel they were the ones in the best position to make key implementation decisions, not management and not the larger organization. This resulted, in each of the programs, in high degrees of consistency in people’s actions, even without the presence of formal policies or procedures.

Homeless Outreach staff believed they knew their customers best. They felt that if one of them believed something outside the formal performance expectations of permanent employment and housing should be done for a homeless veteran, then it was appropriate to do it. Thus, alterations in key work processes within the program occurred efficiently and in a timely manner. Buy-in among the group for grass-roots entrepreneurship was also easier to achieve in this culture of personal commitment. By the same token, mental health staff working to make the CBOC integration effort a success deferred to one another on the best approaches to building patient panels in their locations.

To develop esprit de corps, organizations may allow frontline workers to maintain a feeling of independence from management, communicate to line staff that they “know what’s best” about how to implement strategy, and keep individuals within a program working together for an extended period of time. Management should recruit carefully for key line positions, matching the enthusiasm and skills of an individual with the program that is the best creative outlet for those qualities. If recruitment is done with this in mind, most programs will end up with a staff contingent that has a high probability of gelling.

These tactics may be anathema to some government settings, ones where reorganization occurs with every change in the political climate, micro-managing from the top levels is common, and rigid civil service rules undermine the development of cohesive program work cultures. Program staff may frequently move within the organization, and there is less emphasis on establishing favorable group dynamics that reflect feelings of identification and solidarity. In these situations, where esprit de corps is not emphasized or possible, an “us versus them” mentality may develop among line workers toward management. However, it will be one that leads to disenfranchisement and breakdowns in productivity, not in the empowerment and productivity boost seen when the “us” truly believe they are being asked to help the organization succeed. An us-versus-them mentality in which management and professional line staff respect each other’s points of view, even if they disagree on key issues, can produce the creative tension between management and the line that leads to higher-quality products.

The Roles of Top Management and Structure in Frontline Innovation

To further innovation through individual entrepreneurialism at the program level, managers in government organizations must (a) take primary responsibility for setting the strategic direction, yet (b) acknowledge that their distance from the actual production process means they know less about how to implement strategies than those closer to the process. Management should create, disseminate, and strategize around mission, vision, and overall organizational goals—but avoid thinking they know best how to make things work in the trenches. This is even truer for new or transforming government organizations with few experiences on which to base the implementation of new strategies and initiatives. Managers in such organizations face the temptation of assuming too much control, making too many of the decisions, and excessively imposing their own will in making the change process work.

At a highly strategic level, this is appropriate. Managers should clarify the issues for employees, define the direction for change, and instill the responsibility for results in their workforce as well as themselves. This is evident in the evolution of both the JAVA program and integration of behavioral health care into the CBOCs. What management should not do is think they know more about how to deliver a service than the service providers
themselves. All three case studies presented here support the point that the core knowledge about the customer lay with line staff, and it is they who have the opportunity to “think on their feet” and act in response to approaches not meeting with success. Management of transforming or new government organizations should embrace a form of benign “ignorance” concerning how best to design and implement core work processes on an everyday basis. First, this ignorance will allow real-time data to flow up from frontline staff on a regular basis.41 These data can then be used to evaluate the success of new initiatives quickly. Second, line staff will appreciate that management openly accepts its delegation of autonomy and, thus, will often work harder to make their programs and activities successful.

Top management also plays the pivotal role in communicating to employees what the end game for change is in terms of measurable outcomes. Although line employees need to be allowed to participate, they should know there are leaders who can and must make hard big-picture decisions about how to move change forward. Top management must make employees feel confident that the organization will weather harsh environmental demands. It must be a constant presence throughout every level of the organization, providing clear direction for staff and bolstering morale in the process. Providing clear direction is accomplished through frequent and unambiguous communication from the top of the organization to the frontline, development of a vision that allows employees to understand that change is necessary and realistic, numerical measurement of progress and success through data-driven approaches, delegating accountability to specific individuals for performance improvement, and finding innovative ways to motivate and encourage the line staff. There is evidence that individual entrepreneurialism thrived in the Upstate NY VHA Network alongside these other management-driven tasks.

As illustrated by the JAVA program, management reconceptualized the mission and communicated to CWT program staff the strategic shift toward a more entrepreneurial, private-sector-like approach in the vocational rehabilitation program. In doing so, they set forth a vision and identified parameters to direct the entrepreneurial strategies of line staff. Success would be measured by how well CWT staff could make the new program meet the needs of underserved veterans who possessed higher-level job skills. Quantitative measurements of long-term job placements, veterans’ satisfaction with the program, and community satisfaction with program outputs became strict barometers for evaluating the program. Similarly, BHSL leaders communicated to Outpatient Mental Health Program staff the necessity and urgency of integrating behavioral health services into CBOCs. They conveyed the clear, numeric performance standards that needed to be achieved for the program expansion to be judged a success. However, they also gave the program complete freedom with respect to everyday implementation, with the caveat that the program would be responsible for explaining performance over time. Providing freedom of implementation motivated the program staff to succeed.

Innovation through individual entrepreneurship also benefits from an organizational structure that allows reciprocal communication flows, decentralized decision making, timely production of information at the program level that is used for “real time” feedback and implementation assessment, development of program-level solidarity, and cross-fertilization of expertise through the use of interdisciplinary teams. The Upstate NY VHA Network chose an organizing structure rooted in the idea of service or product line management that purports to provide the above ingredients.42 The adoption of a service line structure within the Upstate NY VHA Network has laid the foundation for the release of employees’ talents and creativity. The move from the traditional medical-center-focused, functional structure to the service line approach sent a clear signal to everyone in the organization that risks needed to be taken, and that business within the Upstate NY VHA Network could not be done as usual. The service line structure, if committed to in its fullest sense, produces a highly adaptive culture throughout the entire organization, a culture that buys into the need for constant reassessment and change in the face of uncertain environments.

An organizing approach that focuses on decision making relative to “outputs” (what’s best for customers) rather than “inputs” (what might or might not be best for customers, what is best for internal stakeholder groups such as physicians or medical...
centers) unites staff around the service or product. This core focus encourages individuals to identify with the product or service as opposed to their geographic work location or professional discipline.41

Aiding this focus on the product or service is an emphasis on collecting data on outcomes in the areas of quality and satisfaction. The service line structure encourages developing information systems around performance since the structure itself attempts to integrate like efforts and programs across geographic areas into one collective whole. In this way, performance can and must be examined at an aggregate level within the organization. Deviations from a desired performance standard can then be brought down to a specific program within a specific geographic area within the organization. This creates a competitive atmosphere among sub-units in the service line that can spur entrepreneurship.

In addition, the service line structure allows individual service delivery programs more input into the budgeting and strategizing activities of the organization, as service lines ideally look to the grass roots to gain information on how best to allocate resources. As program staff feel more consulted by the larger organization, their willingness to take on more implementation responsibility increases.

Conclusion
Jeffrey Pfeffer of Stanford University, a noted management scholar, states:

Achieving competitive success through people involves fundamentally altering how we think about the workforce and the employment relationship. It means achieving success by working with people, not by replacing them or limiting the scope of their activities. It entails seeing the workforce as a source of strategic advantage, not just as a cost to be minimized or avoided. Firms that take this different perspective are often able to successfully outmaneuver and outperform their rivals.44

The case of the Upstate NY VHA Network BHSL lends credence to this statement. It achieved success during its initial transformation largely by seeing its workforce as crucial to meeting the mission of change on a grand scale. Whereas the hierarchical, bureaucratic governance traditionally associated with government services and products creates the perception that public-sector organizations cannot respond to fast-changing environmental demands, the evidence presented here demonstrates that bottom-up action from line staff is necessary to create this responsiveness.

Transforming government organizations must implement strategy in ways that look to individual line staff to make the difference. They simply do not have the historical knowledge base to do otherwise. Having the courage to take this view among managers in these organizations, however, looms as the first and most important ingredient of making it all work.
Appendix: Study Methods

This report is based on findings from a qualitative case study conducted during 2001 on the Upstate NY VHA Network Behavioral Health Service Line (BHSL). The purpose of the case study was to identify the organizational and human resource dynamics associated with the performance gains the BHSL made from 1997 to 2001. This single organization undergoing major restructuring and change was studied in terms of how it both managed and delivered mental health services. The goal was to gain a retrospective view of the BHSL’s transformation from a functionally led and medical-center-dominated health care organization to a product-oriented, program-driven organization. This study was in the tradition of qualitative research and a grounded theory approach to data collection and analysis.

Qualitative research suggests a different way of gaining insight into a phenomenon compared to quantitative research. It means moving closer as a researcher to a particular phenomenon as it occurs naturally within its environment. This requires an appreciation for the inseparability of that phenomenon from its surrounding context. Understanding how and why individual entrepreneurship was able to flourish in the BHSL required knowledge of the types of environmental pressures and imperatives the organization responded to during 1997–2001. It also required an intimate understanding of how employees thought about and went about their work during this time. The qualitative approach facilitated these aims.

The Study Participants

Two medical center sites in the Upstate NY VHA Network, the Albany and Buffalo sites, were selected purposively as the comparison cases for the study. The Syracuse medical center site was chosen as a third comparison site. Albany and Buffalo served as main foci in examining behavioral health service line operations, structure, and culture as they manifested themselves in two particular behavioral health programs. The Syracuse site was added mainly to validate and confirm preliminary findings from these sites, examine additional research questions raised in one or both sites, and clarify points where the data collected from the Albany and Buffalo sites conflicted with each other or were not clear in terms of what they suggested.

Within the three sites, data collection “drilled down” across all layers of the organization, i.e., the layers of top, middle, and frontline management and service providers located in the trenches. This approach enriched the study by offering an unbiased, multidimensional view of how individual entrepreneurship manifested itself within the BHSL. It also allowed for connecting particular management styles, cultures, and decisions to the cultivation of entrepreneurial activity among service providers performing the work of the service line each and every day. This approach was important in gaining management lessons that are transferable to other transforming or new government organizations.
The study focused in particular on two programs based on the desire to drill down data collection through all levels of the service line structure. The two, the Homeless Outreach and Outpatient Mental Health programs, differed enough from one another that they offered good comparison. Homeless Outreach was smaller, more integrated across sites, more community-based, and less psychologist dominated than the Outpatient Mental Health Program. On the other hand, Outpatient Mental Health was larger, less integrated, dominated ideologically by psychologists and psychiatrists, more closely tied to the medical centers, and narrower in its patient care focus. Both programs were ideal because they were going through major transformations that involved less time for formally planning implementation. Thus, there was an urgent need for individual entrepreneurship with respect to implementing new service initiatives in both programs. The programs were also selected because they seemed to be managing change quite well. Each program was responsible for several exceptional performance accomplishments in the BHSL over the previous couple of years.

**Review of the Literature**

Throughout the study, both the management and organizational literatures were consulted to help clarify interpretations of the findings, develop additional research questions directing new data collection, and weave seemingly unique observations into a coherent whole. For this report in particular, literature related to views of organizations as embedded in life cycles and literature on the importance of promoting individual creativity and empowerment within organizations were drawn upon to help make sense of the data.

**The Interview Process**

Seventy-six semi-structured interviews were conducted with BHSL management, BHSL providers in each of the two participating service delivery programs, and members of the Upstate NY VHA Network management team. Twenty-nine interviews (38 percent) occurred with top management team members in the care line and/or members of network management. Ten interviews (13 percent) took place with what could be considered middle- or frontline management in the care line and the two participating programs. The remaining 37 interviews (49 percent) were held with professional line staff in the Homeless Outreach and Outpatient Mental Health programs at the Albany, Buffalo, and Syracuse sites. Anywhere from one-quarter to more than half of all provider staff in each Outpatient Mental Health Program at the three sites participated in the interviews. With respect to the Homeless Outreach Program, almost all provider staff across the three sites participated in the interviews. Interviews with management team members were equally distributed across the three medical center sites. Thus, the interview samples were representative of the programs as a whole as well as the programs operating at each site.

**The Focus Groups**

Six focus groups were conducted with BHSL staff as part of the study. One focus group was held with the service line top management group, one focus group was held with staff from the Outpatient Mental Health Program, and another occurred with frontline managers of the Homeless Outreach Program. The remainder of the focus groups took place with professional line and management staff (combined) in both the Homeless Outreach and Outpatient Mental Health Programs.

**Examination of Secondary Data**

Various documents were gathered and analyzed in the study. These documents included meeting minutes, correspondence, and e-mail communications deriving from management and staff meetings from within the service line. They also included monthly performance reports, corrective action plans related to performance deficiencies, strategic planning documents, fiscal reports, procedure manuals, and site/program-specific monitoring information related to the performance measures and growth of new patients. These more objective sources of information allowed a deeper understanding of how the care line conducted “business as usual,” and how both managers and professional service providers contributed to making that business successful through their own creativity and ad hoc approaches to work.
Discussions with Leaders

Included in the 76 interviews were a number of ongoing discussions with the BHSL director that helped in assessing preliminary findings, through the eyes of the top decision maker in the service line. This approach of using a key leader as a sounding board with whom to test initial interpretations of the data proved extremely helpful in articulating how the organization and its strategic imperatives provided a crucible within which individual entrepreneurship could occur.
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33. See especially Ch. 6 in Osborne and Gaebler’s (1992) book, Reinventing Government: How the Entrepreneurial Spirit Is Transforming the Public Sector. In it, the authors emphasize the importance of maintaining close ties with the customer for enhancing product quality, program responsiveness and accountability, and staff and client satisfaction. This is also a cornerstone of the Total Quality Management approach. However, perhaps the most applicable point from Osborne and Gaebler’s discussion to apply to the present case involves the diversity created in a government program’s service aims and performance criteria when customer needs are allowed to define “good” and “appropriate” service delivery. A similar discussion in the health care arena is offered by Kenagy, Berwick, and Shore (1999), who state that service quality in health care must be consumer-driven and, if so, implies a wider range of “effective” performance criteria than if solely defined by the health care organization, management, or individual professional. See J.W. Kenagy, D.M. Berwick, and M.F. Shore (1999), “Service Quality in Health Care,” Journal of the American Medical Association, 281(7):661-665.

34. The notion that organizations need to “engage the spirit” of their workers, mainly by encouraging their feelings of commitment to and identification with the client, is described eloquently in the case of the
Salvation Army. See especially pp. 35-57 in B. Brown and R.A. Watson (2001). Among the various examples they use, Watson and Brown cite the Salvation Army's work with homeless clients as a particular area in which both the employees' dedication to meeting the diverse needs of homeless individuals and seeing problems through the eyes of the homeless lead to a range of service delivery initiatives being created. The discussion is strikingly similar to some of the findings in the present study of the Upstate NY VHA Network's Homeless Outreach Program.

35. See R.A. Heifetz and D.L. Laurie (1998), “The Work of Leadership,” in Harvard Business Review on Leadership, pp. 171-197, Massachusetts: Harvard Business School Press. Heifetz and Laurie highlight the need for organizations confronting “adaptive challenges,” i.e., the types of challenges faced by the Upstate NY VHA Network, to be able to, in their words, “move back and forth between the field of action and the balcony...” Allowing line employees to take overall mission and strategy and implement them situationally based on their own assessments of their service delivery environments is one way to create tactical flexibility in the organization—flexibility that relies on feedback and information from the frontlines. New or transforming government organizations, because of their lack of implementation history, must possess such flexibility.

36. See P. Nutt (1999). Nutt's analysis of more than 300 firms suggests that the most sustainable decisions in organizations are those where management sets the overall objectives for employees to fulfill, but then lets employees figure out the best ways to meet the objectives. Rundall et al., in their study of hospital systems, echoes Nutt's conclusion by stating that the key to effective empowerment of employees is through the process of “bounding,” i.e., setting overall performance goals for the organization such that employees' efforts must be directed at achieving them, but with wide latitude given as to the means of reaching the goals. See T.G. Rundall, D.B. Starkweather, B.R. Norrish (1998), After Restructuring: Empowerment Strategies at Work in America's Hospitals, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers.

37. As Kotter (1998) states, creating empowerment for employees is best done through “setting direction” and “aligning” staff with the major performance goals for the transforming or new organization, but then giving employees a high degree of control over local situations and problems. This approach for the organization in the midst of change is not management but leadership, according to Kotter, and it is consistent with the need for a less top-down approach to strategic implementation within the organization. See J.P. Kotter (1998), “What Leaders Really Do,” in Harvard Business Review on Leadership, pp. 37-60, Massachusetts: Harvard Business School Press.

38. The recognition and embracing of failure as an opportunity for organizational learning and program enhancement form a cornerstone of the management literature on quality improvement. See Peter Senge (1990, pp. 150-155 especially). Senge's concept of “creative tension”—the gap between an organization's vision and its current reality (and the need for employees to be allowed to help define and address that gap)—strikes at the heart of the idea that a true learning organization uses situations in which things do not work out as envisioned as the source of creative energy and innovation.


40. The Homeless Outreach Program, for example, tended to consist of social workers for the most part in outreach positions, as well as individuals who exhibited tremendous empathy for the challenges faced by veterans in general. This similarity in training and attitude did not appear to come about by accident, as at least one program manager described an approach to putting the “right” kinds of people together to do effective outreach. Emphasizing employee recruitment as a key to developing a cohesive, customer-focused employee culture is seen in some of the most admired private-sector companies as Southwest Airlines. See J. Pfeffer (1995), “Producing Sustainable Competitive Advantage Through the Effective Management of People,” Academy of Management Executive, 9(1):55-69.

41. This reality also promotes the “lead by listening” approach discussed by Brown and Watson (2001) in their analysis of the Salvation Army. This approach is rooted in management's reliance on staff as well as outside customers to tell them how the organization is doing.


43. Getting employees to identify with the final product or outcome (e.g., a highly satisfied behavioral health patient) is seen in numerous admired companies, such as Southwest Airlines and General Motors’ Saturn Division.


45. The grounded theory approach is described in A.L. Strauss (1997), Qualitative Analysis for Social Scientist, New York: Cambridge University Press.
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